AN IMPROVED REAL ESTATE SIGNBOARD

Abstract: This invention comprises a signboard for marketing a real estate property which comprises a lockable housing, a fixed display mounted on or adjacent to the lockable housing for displaying a fixed advertisement, a video display unit substantially housed within the lockable housing and adapted to display digital advertisements. The digital advertisements include a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event and a computer processor housed within the lockable housing for controlling the video display unit and a power supply for providing power to said signboard.
AN IMPROVED REAL ESTATE SIGNBOARD

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to signboards and in particular to signboards used for marketing a real estate property.

BACKGROUND

The current devices and methods used for marketing real estate property with signboards are problematic. Traditional signboards may simply state that a property is ‘For Sale’ with contact details of a real estate agent. The more advanced signboards may include a description of the property and even a picture of one of the rooms. Even these more advanced signboards are not a satisfactory means to provide the observer with an indication of what the interior of the property is like. Observers are presently required to make the effort to arrange an inspection of the property without first being given adequate information to decide whether they are interested.

Traditional signboards also do not convey any urgency in an impending deadline. Even with catchwords such as “must sell” or “urgent” impart only a limited sense of urgency to the user. For example if an auction date is presented on a signboard, the casual observer must stop and consider the date in order to consider how much time is left before the property goes to auction.

Prior art devices have attempted to enhance real estate signboards. For example, US 6263601 (Emert) describes adapting a signboard with a light to illuminate the signboard during evening hours. The illumination, whilst increasing the visibility of the signboard, does not give the observer any better indication of what the interior of the real estate property is like. One prior art device described in US 6,624,742 (Romano et al) uses a computer processor to manage interactions with the observer, for example in order to allow for an inspection. The devices described do not suggest a signboard like the one in the present invention.
The present invention seeks to provide a signboard that will overcome or ameliorate at least one of the deficiencies of the prior art.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

According to a first aspect the present invention consists in a signboard for marketing a real estate property, said signboard comprising: a lockable housing, a fixed display mounted on or adjacent to said lockable housing for displaying a fixed advertisement, a video display unit substantially housed within said lockable housing and adapted to display digital advertisements, said digital advertisements including a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event, a computer processor housed within said lockable housing for controlling said video display unit, and a power supply for providing power to said signboard.

Preferably, said event is an auction.

Preferably, one of said digital advertisements includes a virtual tour of said real estate property.

Preferably, said computer processor has a wireless communication module allowing for wireless interface between said computer processor and a user.

Preferably, said computer processor updates said digital advertisements using real estate information downloaded from a remote database via said wireless interface.

Preferably, said video display unit is an interactive video display unit allowing a prospective customer to select options displayed in said digital advertisements.

Preferably, said user may download a portion of said digital advertisements from said computer processor onto a portable wireless device of said user via said wireless communication module.
Preferably, said user is an authorised user that is allowed to update programming instructions and information contained on said computer processor via said wireless communication module.

Preferably, said power supply comprises a battery pack rechargeable via an external power source.

Preferably, said external power supply includes an array of solar power panels mounted external to said lockable housing.

Preferably, said video display unit is an LCD screen.

Preferably, said lockable housing is substantially weatherproof.

Preferably, said lockable housing has an ingress protection rating of at least 55 for dust and splash water.

Preferably, the signboard further comprises at least one speaker capable of providing said prospective customer with audio commentary.

Preferably, the signboard further comprises a proximity sensor adapted to initiate one of said digital advertisements when a person is within a predetermined range of said signboard.

According to a second aspect the present invention consists in a lockable housing for a computer processor and a video display unit, said lockable housing having: a fixed display mounted thereto for displaying a fixed advertisement, said video display unit housed substantially therein which displays digital advertisements, said digital advertisements including a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event, said computer processor housed therein which controls said video display unit, a power supply for providing power to said lockable housing.
According to a third aspect the present invention consists in a signboard having a computer processor and a video display unit, said signboard comprising: a lockable housing, a fixed display mounted on at least one side of said lockable housing for displaying a fixed advertisement, said video display unit housed substantially within said lockable housing and adapted to display digital advertisements, said digital advertisements including a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event, said computer processor housed within said lockable housing for controlling said video display unit, a power supply for providing power to said signboard.

According to another aspect the present invention consists in a signboard for marketing a real estate property, said signboard comprising: a lockable housing, a fixed display mounted on or adjacent to said lockable housing for displaying a fixed advertisement, a video display unit substantially housed within said lockable housing and adapted to display digital advertisements, a computer processor housed within said lockable housing for controlling said video display unit, and a power supply for providing power to said signboard.

According to a fourth aspect the present invention consists in a method of event oriented marketing of a real estate property, said method comprising: providing a signboard having: a lockable housing, a fixed display mounted on at least one side of said lockable housing for displaying a fixed advertisement, a video display unit substantially housed within said lockable housing and adapted to display digital advertisements, said digital advertisements including a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event, a computer processor housed within said lockable housing for controlling said video display unit, and a power supply for providing power to said signboard, generating said fixed and digital advertisements about said real estate property, affixing said fixed advertisement to said fixed display, energising said power supply, installing said digital advertisements onto said computer processor, including setting the time remaining until said event, locking said lockable housing, and stationing said signboard on display on said real estate property.

Preferably, said event is an auction and said countdown timer shows the observer the decreasing amount of time available to purchase said real estate property.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawing in which:

Fig 1 is a perspective view of a signboard of the present invention.

Fig 2 is an exploded perspective view of the signboard of Fig 1

Fig 3 is a schematic view of the signboard of Fig 1

BEST MODE OF CARRYING OUT INVENTION

Figs 1 to 3 show a signboard 1 in accordance with the present invention. Signboard 1 is portable and may be stationed for varying lengths of time adjacent a real estate property during the period in which the property is being advertised. In alternative embodiments, signboard 1 may also be stationed in a real estate agent’s storefront window and provide advertising for multiple properties.

Signboard 1 consists in lockable housing 2 which provides security to the components of signboard 1, whilst being stationed at remote property locations. Lockable housing 2 is provided with lockable access hatches 9 in order for authorised personnel to gain access to the components of signboard 1. The penetrations of lockable housing 2, including the lockable access hatches 9, are sealed to provide a dry, protected environment for housed electronic components. Lockable housing 2 further provides a weatherproof environment for housed electronic components and preferably should have an ingress protection (IP) rating of at least 55 for dust and splash water.

Fixed display 3 is mounted to lockable housing 2 and provides a surface for applying a fixed advertisement, which may include information such as the main features of the real estate property and/or the real estate agent’s logo and contact details. Preferably, the fixed display 3 is large enough to accommodate fixed advertisements that may attract potential customers from a distance. The fixed advertisement may also identify whether the
property is 'For Sale', 'For Lease', etc. Fixed display 3 may be of any suitable shape and is preferably rectangular. However, fixed display 3 may have rounded corners or the like or may be of a distinctive shape that may draw an observer’s eye. For example, fixed display 3 may be in the shape of a building or the like.

Video display unit 4 is substantially housed within lockable housing 2. An impact resistant transparent shield 8 is disposed across the viewing screen 10 of video display unit 4 in order to seal and protect it from damage or theft. When signboard 1 is on display, video display unit 4 shows digital advertisements about the real estate property, including a countdown timer 20 showing the amount of time remaining until the property will be auctioned. The countdown timer shows the decreasing amount of time available to the observer to purchase the property before the auction. The countdown timer 20 may create a sense of urgency in observers and thereby raise the prospects of the real estate agent receiving offers from potential buyers prior to the auction. Video display unit 4 also displays a virtual tour of the property, which may include audible commentary, by way of an inbuilt speaker 18 allowing the potential buyer to decide whether he or she is interested in the real estate property without having arranged for an inspection. Alternatively, an additional speaker, not inbuilt into video display unit 4 may be used.

Computer processor 5 is secured within lockable housing 2 and controls video display unit 4. Computer processor 5 may store the digital advertisements by conventional means such as CDROM or hard disk. Computer processor 5 has a wireless communication module 6 that allows wireless interfacing with computer processor 5. An authorised user may wirelessly update information and programming of computer processor 5 to make changes to the digital advertisements. The digital advertisements may also be updated with real estate information from remote databases and transmitted via a computer 11 having a suitable wireless transceiver via wireless communication module 6. Also, the real estate agent may update the digital advertisements onsite via a notebook computer 13 or the like. Such real estate information may include the properties current status, whether an offer has been made, changes in price, etc.

Interested observers may also download portions of the digital advertisement onto one of their portable wireless devices via wireless communication module 6. For example, a user
having a mobile phone 11, personal data assistant (PDA) 12, a notebook computer 13 or
the like, that includes a wireless transceiver using the same protocol as wireless
communication module 6 could download a brochure from signboard 1 that may include a
brief of the property along with the real estate’s contact details.

Power supply 7 provides electrical power to the components of signboard 1. Power supply
7 may consist in a power connection to a pre-existing mains power supply 15.

Alternatively, power supply 7 consists of a battery pack 16 preferably housed within
lockable housing 2 and rechargeable from a variety of external power sources. The
external power sources may include an extension cable to a mains power supply 15, and
may also include an array of solar power panels 14 mounted external to lockable housing
2.

In a not shown preferable embodiment, video display unit 4 is an interactive unit, allowing
users to select options displayed in the digital advertisement to navigate through the
available real estate information. Video display unit 4 may include a touch sensitive screen
or alternatively may utilise a pointer secured externally to lockable housing 2 to register
the user’s selection of available options.

In a further not shown preferable embodiment, the screen of video display unit 4 is impact
resistant and suitable for prolonged exposure to weather. In this arrangement, video
display unit 4 is substantially enclosed in lockable housing 2 and sealed to the periphery of
the viewing screen of video display unit 4. This embodiment is conducive to touch screen
versions of video display unit 4.

In another embodiment, shown in Fig 1, signboard 1 can also additionally have a proximity
sensor 19 mounted externally to lockable housing 2 and signals computer processor 5 when
a person is within a predetermined range. Computer processor 5 may then initiate a
particular digital advertisement. The proximity sensor embodiment may be used to reduce
unnecessary power consumption by shutting down video display unit 4 when no observers
are nearby. This embodiment may also be used to initiate a particular attention getting
digital advertisement.
In another not shown preferable embodiment, the digital advertisements may continue for a period after a given real estate property is sold. Advantageously, the digital advertisements may direct observers to alternative, similar properties still available. The real estate agent may determine the selection of alternative properties advertised. Alternatively, the observer may select a group of properties, based upon which parameters are most important to the observer, for example, similar price range, similar features, or location.

In another not shown preferable embodiment, the signboard 1 further comprises an attachment means that is adapted to allow the signboard 1 to be mounted to a fixture on a building. The attachment means comprises a lockable bar member that is adapted to be securely fastened around a fixture on a building before being locked into place. Alternatively, the signboard 1 may simply be fastened to a wall of a building using conventional means such as screws or the like. In these alternative embodiments the feet portions as shown in Figs 1 and 2 may be removed in order to mount the signboard 1 to a building.

The foregoing describes only a preferred embodiment of the present invention and modifications, obvious to those skilled in the art, can be made thereto without departing from the scope of the present invention.
CLAIMS

1. A signboard for marketing a real estate property, said signboard comprising:
   - a lockable housing,
   - a fixed display mounted on or adjacent to said lockable housing for displaying
     a fixed advertisement,
   - a video display unit substantially housed within said lockable housing and
     adapted to display digital advertisements, said digital advertisements including
     a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event,
   - a computer processor housed within said lockable housing for controlling said
     video display unit, and
   - a power supply for providing power to said signboard.

2. The signboard as claimed in claim 1 wherein said event is an auction.

3. The signboard as claimed in claim 1 wherein one of said digital advertisements
   includes a virtual tour of said real estate property.

4. The signboard as claimed in claim 1 wherein said computer processor has a wireless
   communication module allowing for wireless interface between said computer
   processor and a user.

5. The signboard as claimed in claim 4, wherein said computer processor updates said
   digital advertisements using real estate information downloaded from a remote
   database via said wireless interface.

6. The signboard as claimed in claim 1, wherein said video display unit is an interactive
   video display unit allowing a prospective customer to select options displayed in said
   digital advertisements.

7. The signboard as claimed in claim 1, wherein said prospective customer may
   download a portion of said digital advertisements from said computer processor onto
   a portable wireless device of said user via said wireless communication module.
8. The signboard as claimed in claim 1, wherein said prospective customer is an authorized user that is allowed to update programming instructions and information contained on said computer processor via said wireless communication module.

9. The signboard as claimed in claim 1, wherein said power supply comprises a battery pack rechargeable via an external power source.

10. The signboard as claimed in claim 9, wherein said external power supply includes an array of solar power panels mounted external to said lockable housing.

11. The signboard as claimed in claim 1, wherein said video display unit is an LCD screen.

12. The signboard as claimed in claim 1, wherein said lockable housing is substantially weatherproof.

13. The signboard as claimed in claim 12, wherein said lockable housing has an ingress protection rating of at least 55 for dust and splash water.

14. The signboard as claimed in claim 1, further comprising at least one speaker capable of providing said prospective customer with audio commentary.

15. The signboard as claimed in any of the preceding claims, further comprising a proximity sensor adapted to initiate one of said digital advertisements when a person is within a predetermined range of said signboard.

16. A lockable housing for a computer processor and a video display unit, said lockable housing having:
   - a fixed display mounted thereto for displaying a fixed advertisement,
   - said video display unit housed substantially therein which displays digital advertisements, said digital advertisements including a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event,
- said computer processor housed therein which controls said video display unit, a power supply for providing power to said lockable housing.

17. A signboard having a computer processor and a video display unit, said signboard comprising:
- a lockable housing,
- a fixed display mounted on at least one side of said lockable housing for displaying a fixed advertisement,
- said video display unit housed substantially within said lockable housing and adapted to display digital advertisements, said digital advertisements including a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event,
- said computer processor housed within said lockable housing for controlling said video display unit, and
- a power supply for providing power to said signboard.

18. A signboard for marketing a real estate property, said signboard comprising:
- a lockable housing,
- a fixed display mounted on or adjacent to said lockable housing for displaying a fixed advertisement,
- a video display unit substantially housed within said lockable housing and adapted to display digital advertisements,
- a computer processor housed within said lockable housing for controlling said video display unit, and
- a power supply for providing power to said signboard.

19. The signboard as claimed in claim 15, wherein said digital advertisements include a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event.

20. The signboard as claimed in claim 15, wherein said event is an auction.

21. A method of event oriented marketing of a real estate property, said method comprising:
- providing a signboard having a lockable housing, a fixed display mounted on at least one side of said lockable housing for displaying a fixed advertisement, a video display unit substantially housed within said lockable housing and adapted to display digital advertisements, said digital advertisements including a countdown timer adapted to display time remaining until an event, a computer processor housed within said lockable housing for controlling said video display unit, and a power supply for providing power to said signboard,
- generating said fixed and digital advertisements about said real estate property,
- affixing said fixed advertisement to said fixed display,
- energising said power supply,
- installing said digital advertisements onto said computer processor, including setting the time remaining until said event,
- locking said lockable housing, and
- stationing said signboard on display on said real estate property.

22. The method of event oriented marketing of a real estate property as claimed in claim 14, wherein said event is an auction and said countdown timer shows an observer the decreasing amount of time available to purchase said real estate property.
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